SUMMER READING

GOING INTO KINDERGARTEN

FICTION

BARNETT, MAC - THE MAGIC WORD
BINGHAM, KELLY- Z IS FOR MOOSE
CRONIN DOREEN- CLICK CLACK, QUACK TO SCHOOL
DICAMILLO, KATE- A PIGLET NAMED MERCY
DYCKMAN, AME - HORRIBLE BEAR!
FUCILE, TONY - LET'S DO NOTHING
GRAY, KES - FROG ON A LOG?
HALL, MICHAEL- WONDERFALL
HENKES, KEVIN- A PARADE OF ELEPHANTS
PHAM, LEUYEN- THE ITCHY BOOK!
RANSOM, CANDICE - APPLE PICKING DAY
STOWER, ADAM - SLAM! A TALE OF CONSEQUENCES
TULLE, HERVE- I HAVE AN IDEA
WOHNOUTKA, MIKE - DAD'S FIRST DAY

NONFICTION

ALEXANDER, KWAME - ANIMAL ARK: CELEBRATING OUR WILD WORLD IN POETRY AND PICTURES
LONDON, JONATHAN - HIPPOS ARE HUGE
SAYRE, APRIL PULLEY- THANK YOU EARTH: A LOVE LETTER TO OUR PLANET
PASCHKIS, JULIE - FLUTTER & HUM /ALETEO Y ZUMBIDO
WARD, JENNIFER - FEATHERS AND HAIR, WHAT ANIMALS WEAR
YULY, TONI- THANK YOU BEES

BETHLEHEM CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIANS
SUMMER READING
GOING INTO FIRST GRADE

FICTION

ADLER, DAVID - DON’T THROW IT TO ME!
BIGGS, BRIAN - EVERYTHING GOES (SERIES)
BLISS, HARRY - LUKE ON THE LOOSE
BROWN, PETER - MR. TIGER GOES WILD
COLFER, EOIN - IMAGINARY FRED
DAHL, MICHAEL - BEDTIME FOR BATMAN
EDWARDS, MICHELLE - A HAT FOR MRS. GOLDMAN: A STORY ABOUT KNITTING AND LOVE
GAIMAN, NEIL - CHU’S FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL (SERIES)
GOODRICH, CARTER - WE FORGOT BROCK!
HALL, MICHAEL - FRANKENCRAYON
HIGGINS, RYAN - WE DON’T EAT OUR CLASSMATES
PEOPLES-RILEY, DARIA - THIS IS IT
ROSENTHAL, AMY KROUSE - UNI THE UNICORN: A STORY ABOUT BELIEVING
SANTAT, DAN AFTER THE FALL: HOW HUMPTY DUMPTY GOT BACK UP AGAIN
SHEA, BOB - BALLET CAT (SERIES)
TSURUMI, ANDREA - ACCIDENT

NONFICTION

GIANFERRARI, MARIA - HAWK RISING
JANECZKO, PAUL - FIREFLY JULY A YEAR OF VERY SHORT POEMS
JUDGE, LITA - BORN IN THE WILD: BABY MAMMALS AND THEIR PARENTS
ROSENTHAL, AMY KROUSE - FRIENDSHAPE
SAYRE, APRIL PULLEY - BLOOM, BOOM
STEWART, MELISSA - CAN AN AARDVARK BARK

BETHLEHEM CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIANS
SUMMER READING
GOING TO SECOND GRADE

FICTION
CAMPBELL, JEN - FRANKLIN'S FLYING BOOKSHOP
CORNWALL, GAIA - JABARI JUMPS
CUYLER, MARGERY - BONAPARTE FALLS APART
GILANI-WILLIAMS, FAWZIA - YAFFA AND FATIMA: SHALOM, SALAAM
LE, MINH - DRAWN TOGETHER
JOHN, JORY - THE BAD SEED
OHIO, DEBBIE RIDPATH - WHERE ARE MY BOOKS?
VERDE, SUSAN - THE WATER PRINCESS
WHEELER, LISA - BUG ZOO
FUNK, JOSH - HOW TO CODE A SAND CASTLE

CHAPTER BOOK SERIES
BARKLEY, CALLIE - THE CRITTER CLUB
KRULIK, NANCY - GEORGE BROWN, CLASS CLOWN
CRONIN, DOREEN - THE CHICKEN SQUAD
DOERRFELD, CORI - CICI: A FAIRY'S TALE
GIARRUSSO, CHRIS - G-MAN
HOPPER, ADA - THE DATA SET
LAREAU, KARA - THE INFAMOUS RATSO
RIPPIN, SALLY - HEY JACK!
WINICK, JUDD - HILO

NONFICTION
CLICKARD, CARRIE - DUMPLING DREAMS: HOW JOYCE CHEN BROUGHT THE DUMPLING FROM BEIJING TO CAMBRIDGE
CHURNIN, NANCY - THE WILLIAM HOY STORY: HOW A DEAF BASEBALL PLAYER CHANGED THE GAME
JENKINS, STEVE - FLYING FROGS AND WALKING FISH
POWELL, PATRICIA HRUBY - JOSEPHINE: THE DAZZLING LIFE OF JOSEPHINE BAKER
SHORE, DIANE Z. - THIS IS THE EARTH
SOTOMAYOR, SONIA - TURNING PAGES: MY LIFE STORY
ENGE, MARGARITA - THE FLYING GIRL: HOW AIDA DE ACOSTA LEARNED TO SOAR

BETHLEHEM CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIANS
SUMMER READING

GOING INTO THIRD GRADE

Fiction

Burnell, Cerrie - HARPER AND THE CIRCUS OF DREAMS (series)
Brown, Monica - LOLA LEVINE (series)
Clanton, Ben - NARWHAL AND JELLY (series)
Cummings, Troy - THE NOTEBOOK OF DOOM (series)
Elliot, Rebecca - OWL DIARIES (series)
Lord, Cynthia - SHELTER PET SQUAD (series)
Schwartz, Corey Rosen - HANSEL & GRETEL NINJA CHICKS (series)
Wallace, Rich - KICKERS (series)
West, Tracey - DRAGON MASTERS (series)

Nonfiction

Drummond, Allan - PEDAL POWER
Hatkoff, Craig - CECIL’S PRIDE: THE TRUE STORY OF A LION KING
McAnulty, Stacy - EARTH! MY FIRST 4.54 BILLION YEARS
Mosca, Julia Finley - THE GIRL WITH A MIND FOR MATH; THE STORY OF RAYE MONTAGUE (Amazing Scientist series)
Moss, Marissa - KATE WARNE; PINKERTON DETECTIVE
Rosenstock, Barb - OTIS AND WILL DISCOVER THE DEEP: THE RECORD SETTING DIVE OF THE BATHYSHPHERE
Rose, Deborah - BEAUTY AND THE BEAK - HOW SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND A 3-D PRINTED BEAK RESCUED A BALD EAGLE
Wittenstein, Barry - THE BOO-BOOS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
Yousafzai, Malala - MALALA’S MAGIC PENCIL

BETHELHEM CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIANS
SUMMER READING
GOING INTO FOURTH GRADE

Fiction
Applegate, Katherine - THE WISHTREE
Brown, Peter - THE WILD ROBOT (series)
Creech, Sharon - SAVING WINSLOW
Fajardo, Anika - HERCULES AND THE 12 LABORS (You Choose series)
Griffiths, Andy - THE TREEHOUSE BOOKS (series)
Hiassen, Carl - SQUIRM
Messner, Kate - RANGER IN TIME (series)
Robinson, Sharon - THE HERO TWO DOORS DOWN: BASED ON THE TRUE STORY OF FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN A BOY & A BASEBALL LEGEND
Sell, Chad - THE CARDBOARD KINGDOM
Simpson, Dana - UNICORN VS. GOBLINS (series)
Tashjian, Janet - MY LIFE AS . . . (series)
Watson, Tom - STICK DOG (series)
Weeks, Sarah - SAVE ME A SEAT

Nonfiction
Alexander, Kwame - OUT OF WONDER: POEMS CELEBRATING POETS
Bildner, Phil - MARTINA AND CHRIS: THE GREATEST RIVALRY IN THE HISTORY OF SPORTS
Chin, Jason - GRAND CANYON
Chumin, Nancy - CHARLIE TAKES HIS SHOT: HOW CHARLIE SIFFORD BROKE THE COLOR BARRIER IN GOLF
Eggers, Dave - HER RIGHT FOOT
Hale, Nathan - RAID OF NO RETURN
Hanel, Rachel - YOU CHOOSE (Survival series)
Levinson, Cynthia - THE YOUNGEST MARCHER: THE STORY OF AUDREY FAYEHENDRICKS, A YOUNG CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST
Tavares, Matt - GROWING UP PEDRO: HOW THE MARTINEZ BROTHERS MADE IT FROM THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC ALL THE WAY TO THE MAJOR LEAGUES
Wallmark, Laurie - GRACE HOPPER: QUEEN OF COMPUTER CODE

BETHLEHEM CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIANS
Summer Reading
Going into Fifth Grade

Fiction
Anderson, John - POSTED
Bertman, Jennifer Chambliss - BOOK SCAVENGER (series)
Bosch, Pseudonymous — BAD MAGIC (Bad Books series)
Creech, Sharon — THE BOY ON THE PORCH
Gibbs, Stewart - BELLY UP (Fun Jungle series)
Graff, Lisa - THE GREAT TREEHOUSE WAR
Grimes, Nikki - GARVEY’S CHOICE
Kelly, Erin Entrada - HELLO UNIVERSE
Maclachlan, Patricia - THE POET’S DOG
Medina, Meg - MERCI SUAREZ CHANGES GEARS
Murdock, Catherine Gilbert - THE BOOK OF BOY
Northrop, Michael - TOMBQUEST (series)
Porter, Pamela - THE CRAZY MAN
Sachar, Louis- FUZZY MUD
Yang, Kelly - FRONT DESK

Nonfiction
Diaz, Marley - MARLEY DIAZ GETS IT DONE: AND SO CAN YOU
Hill, Laban Carrick - WHEN THE BEAT WAS BORN: DJ KOOL HERC AND THE CREATION OF HIP HOP
Markle, Sandra - SEARCH FOR OLINGUITO: DISCOVERING A NEW SPECIES (Sandra Markle’s Science Discovery Series)
McMahon, Peter - THE SPACE ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: YOUR PASSPORT TO THE COOLEST THINGS TO SEE AND DO IN THE UNIVERSE
National Geographic - STARTALK: EVERYTHING YOU EVER NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SPACE TRAVEL, SCIENCE FICTION, THE HUMAN RACE, THE UNIVERSE, AND BEYOND.
Rosenstock, Barb - DOROTHEA’S EYES: DOROTHEA LANGE PHOTOGRAPHS THE TRUTH
Roy, Katherine - HOW TO BE AN ELEPHANT: GROWING UP IN THE AFRICAN WILD
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